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When I ask for forbearance, it is to the scorers of this survey/comments, because I know you would
prefer that I have read the proposed rule. I have not. I can only reinforce the need to act. I am
appalled at the number of shampoos that have no welcome footprint in my home; set aside to use on
a carpet or whatever, because they are so fragrant and seem dangerous to my skin and the water
treatment center. I buy what's on sale. They are selling toxic waste as a new variety of shampoo in
the worst of the worst packaging that not even AI can give us an upcycling clue. "On sale." 

In my opinion there should be an unannounced raid on the warehouses known to be associated with
the manufacturing of shampoo. Do not allow them to continue to use what they have stockpiled. 

Be a hero and stop the exporting of bad behavior because it always comes back as products that we
must be vigilant as in "Buyer beware!" This is the one concept I believe should go away. I am
asking parents about the moment we teach greed. 

Twenty years ago, I confided in my then mentor, that we should bankrupt industry criminals in the
US before an impacted country use our system of redress to fund injuries overseas. Either way
Industry must pay. 

Wall Street will not like insurance, banking, pharmaceuticals, oil and gas, going bankrupt as we try
to get from them as a whole nation class action suit. 

This new stream of resources that hits our nation as taxes do could be called the fourth sector.
Perhaps those funds are dedicated to encouraging awesome behavior in humans. Much like the
Third Sector, non-profits. 

Thank you so much for your important work that somehow was glossed over by industry before
unleashing so many screw-ups that my grandchildren are teething on! 
Kristie 

Citizen advocate, feeling that governance of our community requires forbearance. As we achieve
transparency and all that. 
Certified Public Accountant, 
Ecological Economist 


